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Goddess … God-Is
We have God and Goddess. They belong together.
Actually, they are inseparable. Two sides of the
same coin, one cannot exist without the other.
So many ancient religions had a male and female
counterpart. Hinduism still honors the masculine
and feminine in Krishna and Rhada. Today, we all
share in this partnership of the divine.

There are times we may feel immobilized by
circumstances. We just cannot seem to put one foot
in front of the other. Yet, our inaction may keep us
from creating the life we want. We may miss the
golden opportunities Heaven has sent our way.
It’s been said, “Heaven helps those who help
themselves.” In order for Spirit or Source to work
wonders, we have to take some action. We cannot
sit around and wait for something to occur. It’s our
responsibility to take a step, even a baby step.
To move forward in life, we must be willing to take
a risk. Even if we take that first risky step and fall,
we only have to pick ourselves up and try again.
We must remember, “The journey of a 1,000 miles
begins with a single step.”

Poet’s Corner

It is the feminine aspect, our Shakti, that sparks the
fire of creation. Goddess energy drives the creative
process. That creative energy complements Shiva,
so we can move from God to God-Is.

Motherland
The Motherland
Is calling me
Across the miles
And open sea

This energy of God-Is permeates our earth, our
homes, our communities, and our children. In the
spirit of cooperation, we embrace the God within
and without. Our connection increases and light
shines throughout humanity and creation.

With open arms
She sings to me
A lullaby
Of unity

In honor of the God-Is within all of us, let us
acknowledge the fire of our Shakti energy.

Heaven Help Us
In a recent conversation, a friend discussed having
faith in divine outcomes. Yes, there is a divine
timing in the order of things. Sometimes we must
trust in what we cannot see, as we look beyond the
appearances. Things are not always as they seem.
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She offers wisdom
Flowing and free
To anyone who
Can hear and see
Her fertile lands
Have clamed me
Beckoning home
From infancy
~ Kim Rene Kiefer
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Paradigm Shift
In today’s society, we are experiencing a paradigm
shift. We are moving from a conventional model to
a more spiritual approach to business and life.
In business, the idea of competition is giving way
to cooperation. We are communicating at a higher
level. We are sharing and collaborating in ways
that contribute to our future on this planet. In the
past, there was a clearer separation between the
spiritual and material. Now, we are moving toward
soulful service and sacred commerce.

2011 Calendar
Please see our 2011 Calendar.
Stay tuned for upcoming talks in July!

Work in Progress
Our splash page is up at www.SevaSoulas.com.
Please contact us with any questions. We look
forward to serving you!

Contact Us
For more information, please contact us at
(512) 343-7679 or Kim@SevaSoulas.com.

In life and love, we are releasing the old ways for
interdependence. The relationships we have with
others is based on our soul connection. We are
establishing spiritual partnerships. Our vision is a
better world for ourselves and future generations.
As with any shift, we may experience growing
pains. Some areas may undergo intense radical
change. Others may only experience small
adjustments. Either way, there will be light at the
end of the tunnel. Fasten your seatbelts, hold on,
and enjoy the ride!

Heavy Weather
We seem to be experiencing a lot of “heavy”
weather and strange phenomenon these days.
Storms and tornadoes, earthquakes and floods,
droughts and wildfires.
It all seems surreal and unreal at times. As if we are
in some altered reality filled with unpredictability
and chaos. Yet, order can come out of chaos. With
destruction of the old energies comes construction
with new energies.
While there has been pain and suffering, there have
also been miracles. Against all odds, a house was
left standing, an infant survived, an elder lived. In
the midst of tragic events, we cannot always see the
higher purpose.
We may be in for more “heavy” weather. If we
stick together, we will weather the storms of life.

Upcoming Events
Join us for Beginning Light Language on Sunday,
May 22, from 1-5:00 p.m. This is an opportunity to
step up your personal light, as well as bring light to
your home and work spaces.
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